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The Internet of Things (IoT) represents an evolutionary vision that promises to identify and connect phys-
ical objects and devices. This vision faces many challenges in terms of integrating technologies, especially
RFID-sensor networks (RSNs). In this paper, we introduce a framework for node deployment and delay-
tolerance in RSNs under the IoT paradigm. Our framework is comprised of two components. The first is
SIWR, a novel Smart Integrated WSNs and RFIDs architecture that classifies nodes into light nodes and
super integrated nodes. SIWR employs an optimal linear programming formulation to cost-efficiently
place integrated RFID readers. However, integrated IoT architectures face significant connectivity chal-
lenges. IoT settings assume no guaranteed contemporaneous end-to-end path between node pairs. To this
end, in the second part of our framework, we introduce DIRSN, an optimized delay-tolerant approach for
integrated RFID-sensor networks. This is a novel scheme for data routing and courier nodes’ selection in
RSNs. DIRSN’s formulation minimizes delay across the network without violating the main dense-deploy-
ment and load-balancing requirements. In addition, DIRSN builds on SIWR’s novel architecture to locate
the best set of couriers that promise to provide connectivity. Our combined approach is compared to
three types of RSN integration architectures and the results show that our architecture and courier selec-
tion approaches perform substantially better than other architectures in terms of minimizing delay, cost,
packet loss, and in handling extensive traffic demands.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction Since a wide portfolio of devices, services and networks will
The Internet of Things (IoT) has gained rapid attention as a com-
prehensive paradigm that is driven by an expansion of the Internet
in which every device and physical object is uniquely identified
and accessible [1]. Technological developments in the fields of item
identification and wireless sensor networks define the characteris-
tics of this ultra-large topology where things are tagged and
sensed, instantaneously [1–3]. IoT embodies all forms of wireless
telecommunication and will directly influence supply chain man-
agement, transportation, healthcare, disaster alerting, among
many other disciplines. Hence, IoT is considered to be the most
ambitious and disruptive phase of the Internet revolution [4] with
a span that would include hundreds of billions of objects [5,6] as
well as living entities [7], that are augmented with sensing, pro-
cessing and networking capabilities. This implies significant design
requirements and challenges stemming from the levels of hetero-
geneity and desired connectivity among the objects involved.
eventually build up the IoT, the integration of numerous wireless
technologies is inevitable in order to overcome design and interop-
erability challenges. One of the forefront technologies driving the
IoT vision is RFID [8]. RFID systems, consisting basically of readers
and tags, are favored because of their non-disruptive small size and
low cost, and their lifetimes that are not limited by battery dura-
tion. However, RFID systems on their own do not suffice in deliver-
ing the IoT vision since other emerging applications require
reporting information beyond the mere identity or location of an
object; especially as context-aware services are expanding as IoT
applications [9]. For the most part, such applications rely on wire-
less sensor networks (WSNs) for sensing and monitoring. In fact,
WSNs technology is directly contributing to the development of
the IoT [2–4].

The integration of RFIDs and WSNs will increase their combined
data reporting capabilities. RFIDs will provide WSNs with a limit-
less pool of IDs that is more reliable and scalable than the tradi-
tional MAC addressing. WSNS, on the other hand, being able to
monitor physical events, can provide much more information on
the measurement of temperature, humidity, pressure, etc., than
simple RFID. Moreover, in an RFID system, reader-tag communica-
tions are conducted in single hops without inter-communication
among tags. RFID systems integrated with WSNs will enjoy the
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advantages of wireless multiple hop inter-communication over
wider areas. Additional common WSN features include cooperative
applications and events triggered inside the network. These are
characteristics of active networking which is required by clustering
designs [10] for IoT to create collaborative, multi-hop and dynamic
interactions among objects equipped with wireless embedded
devices.

For all the aforementioned reasons, it is then only natural to
consider the integration of WSNs and RFID tags into RFID-sensor
networks (RSNs). Such integration is a promising approach that
will result in more functional, scalable and cost-effective systems.
It would also enable a plethora of new applications in the IoT
framework through supporting the sensing, computing, and com-
munication capabilities into an otherwise passive system. How-
ever, these technologies were built on different design
requirements. Although they share the utility of wireless mediums,
the design goals vary in many aspects. Thus, their integration faces
many challenges and constraints. The first concern relates to re-
source consolidation and utilizing different communication link
capacities that vary in their rates of throughput. There is also the
cost constraint related to designing and deploying complex inte-
grated hardware components. These components are more compli-
cated than simple sensors or tags. Thus, non-redundant
deployment of such devices is a critical factor in determining the
cost-efficiency of any integrated RSN system.

In addition to packet-loss and cost-efficiency, node mobility
introduces another design challenge. Mobility causes frequent par-
titioning of the network. Subsequently, IoT nodes are consistently
unaware of the existence of their neighbors and lack the knowledge
of the future topology of the network. Thus, a contemporaneous
end-to-end path between any pair of nodes is not guaranteed in
such a setting. Advances in disruption/delay-tolerant networking
(DTN) [11] cater for excessive periods of disruption, in which con-
current end-to-end links may not exist. Nodes, hence, need to buffer
the messages until a suitable forwarding opportunity appears, or
even better, the message’s assigned destination is encountered.
This is known in DTN literature as store-carry-forward (SCF) rout-
ing [12].

In this paper, we introduce a framework for node deployment
and delay-tolerance in RSNs under the IoT paradigm. Our frame-
work comprises two components. The first is SIWR,2 a novel Smart
Integrated WSNs and RFIDs architecture that classifies nodes into
light nodes (LNs) and integrated super nodes (SNs). The architecture
is based on designing SNs to perform the tasks of RFID-reading and
wireless relaying, simultaneously, in order to dedicate the battery
power of LNs to the sole task of data collection and thus, prolonging
the lifetime of the system as a whole. The cost-efficiency of that
architecture stemmed from developing a function to minimize the
count of costly SNs in the topology. This is achieved by providing a
novel integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for optimal
placement of SNs while fulfilling connectivity constraints.

However, integrated IoT architectures face significant connec-
tivity challenges. The intermittent nature of connections over IoT
layouts discussed earlier, presents delay either as a constraint, or
an objective function to evaluate RSN routing approaches. Delay
could be considered as a factor that requires optimization over
the whole network. To this end, in the second part of our frame-
work, we introduce DIRSN, an optimized Delay-tolerant approach
for integrated RFID-sensor networks.

DIRSN is a novel scheme for data routing and courier nodes’
selection in RSNs. It takes into account that SNs may lose the con-
nection to their corresponding access points (APs). The DIRSN ap-
proach considers the variations between nodes in an IoT layout
2 A basic version of SIWR was introduced in [13].
in terms of mobility and connectivity capacities. By associating
these variations to the fact that an IoT layout is frequently dis-
rupted, we introduce a new category of nodes to our architecture;
courier nodes (CNs), and employ them into a new decentralized
ILP-based delay-tolerant approach that locates the optimum set
of CNs per time-round. This approach aims toward guaranteeing
minimum-delay-connectivity between SNs and APs by locating
the best set of CNs capable of doing so, without violating the main
requirements of RFIDs and WSNs that are imposed by the dense
deployment and node/link capacities, such as load balancing.

Our framework aims toward providing an optimized architec-
ture for integrated RSNs in addition to a delay-tolerant routing
scheme. While there have been many attempts to introduce inte-
grated RSN architectures [14–20], there does not exist in the litera-
ture a framework that addresses the aforementioned optimization
and interoperability challenges according to the IoT requirements.
Moreover, none of the existing integrated architectures handles de-
lay-tolerance neither as a performance metric nor as a cost func-
tion. Our framework employs two novel ILP-based formulations
that guarantee both optimal placement for SNs to maximize the
cost-efficiency of the network, and best CN selection to minimize
the delay across the integrated topology while obeying link-capac-
ity and load balancing constraints. Performance of the proposed
integration is evaluated and validated through extensive simula-
tions. When compared to other existing integration schemes, our
approach achieves delay drops of up to 50%. Simulation results also
show that in the choice of the appropriate number of LNs/CNs, our
integration can reduce the network cost by as much as 40%.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
surveys existing RSN integration architectures and assesses their
viability in view of the challenges and constraints faced in the
IoT. Section 2 also lists several node placement approaches in inte-
grated networks and DTN-routing challenges. Section 3 presents
the system models including our network model, the delay model
we adopt and our communication model. Section 4 describes our
placement and delay-tolerant routing approaches, including our
ILP formulations for SN placement and CN selection, respectively,
in addition to the decentralized routing algorithm based on them.
Section 5 presents the performance evaluation of our scheme in
comparison with other integration architectures. Finally, Section
6 concludes this paper.

2. Related work

In this section, we investigate the main approaches to integrate
WSNs and RFIDs and compare them to our integration architecture.
We also assess their placement cost and efficiency with respect to
IoT scenarios.

2.1. Architectures for integrated RSNs

Integrated RSN architectures may follow a variety of common
layouts including: (a) integrating RFID tags with sensors, (b) inte-
grating readers with sensor nodes and (c) mixed architectures
[14,15]. We will refer to these main architectures for the reminder
of the paper as: TS, RS and MIX, respectively. All three architectures
share some common components including readers, relays and
sensor/tag nodes. The cost of sensors and tags, however, is always
considered to be negligible compared to those of readers and relays
that employ complicated and expensive circuitry. Thus, we quan-
tify the cost measure of each integrated architecture by referring
to the functionalities of its components as follows:

CRead: Cost of reader nodes.
CRelay: Cost of relaying nodes.



Fig. 2. Integrated RFID reader-sensor (RS) architecture.
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CXS: Cost of extra sensor nodes in the topology that maybe
deployed for relaying and sensing tasks.

Appending sensing capabilities to RFID tags (TS architecture) is
one of the simplest ways of integration. If passive RFID tags incor-
porate sensors in their design, they are able to take sensor readings
and transmit them to a reader as well. However, such a tag-sensor
node uses the same protocols for reading tag IDs and for collecting
sensed data. This option of integration limits the range of commu-
nication to RFID readers alone over single-hop links. In high-end
applications, it would be extremely desirable for integrated tag-
sensors to communicate with each other as well as with other de-
vices and form a cooperative Ad-Hoc network (Fig. 1).

Nonetheless, it should be noted that a system that deploys a
sensor with each tagged object is highly costly and infeasible.
The authors in [16] propose an approach that deploys an RFID
tag attached to each sensor node. It provides both unicast and mul-
ticast capability. However, this integration architecture suffers
from doubling the sensing load on each integrated node. The inte-
grated entity is required here to run at least two wireless protocols
depending on the sensed data and perhaps some aggregation
method to overcome the short communication ranges of relaying
sensors which increases the system’s operational and design costs
especially under large-scale deployment.

Another TS integration is to integrate sensors with active tags
[17]. This option implies using batteries to power the communica-
tion circuitry of the integrated element providing it with a longer
range of communication and the ability to operate on higher rates.
Nevertheless, because a battery is used, the device’s cost and
weight increases while the lifetime of the RFID tag-sensors is lim-
ited. In an IoT deployment, the incorporation of sensors into tag de-
signs is non-realistic and defies the advantages tags provide in
terms of size and cost. Tags are usually attached to commercial
goods and merchandise. It is highly improbable to include sensors,
too, wherever a tag is located. Moreover, if the TS integration ap-
proach is to be delay-tolerant, then the size of the tag/sensor pairs
would even increase substantially as advanced buffering options
are to be included. If we define the cost of the TS architecture, it
would be dominated by the total count of readers and the extra
sensors used for relaying (i.e. total of CRead + CXS).

The second architecture (RS) integrates RFID readers with sen-
sor nodes. Here, the existence of three types of devices is assumed:
the integrated RFID reader-sensor nodes, simple RFID tags, and the
sink or base-station (Fig. 2). Mason et al. [18] introduced a proto-
type system for asset tracking with RFID and sensor networks.
From a DTN perspective, providing integrated entities with extra
buffering capacities may not present a design challenge since read-
ers are already complex. However, depending on integrated RFID
readers and sensors to provide connectivity over the disrupted
topology is not a cost-effective approach, especially when consid-
ering the limited sensing range and power consumption of sensors.
As mentioned earlier, RFID readers are the most complex and
Fig. 1. Integrated tag-sensor (TS) architecture.
costly component of an integrated system. Considering an IoT lay-
out where sensors are usually abundantly deployed, integrating
readers with sensors will lead either to inflating the deployment
costs due to the sensors’ wide distribution or to depriving wide
sections of the topology from sensors’ coverage for the sake of
reducing the subsequent cost of integrated readers. Each of these
alternatives has its toll on the system’s overall performance and
efficiency. Again, the cost of this architecture will be dominated
by the total of CRead + CXS.

In the mix architecture (MIX), RFID tags and sensor nodes coexist
in the same network as distinct devices that are operating indepen-
dently. In this architecture, depicted in Fig. 3, the system includes
three classes of devices: sensor nodes, RFID tags and smart-stations.
These latter devices consist of an RFID reader, a data microproces-
sor, and a network interface communicating with the network’s
base-station only. This architecture, however, is vulnerable to
large-scale implementations, such as IoT settings, where data relay-
ing is highly required. Our proposal addresses this specific vulnera-
bility. Also in the same regard, an architecture proposed in [19] with
a gateway and a sensor in a WSN are integrated with an RFID reader
and a tag, respectively. It also presents some problems related to en-
ergy imbalance among the smart nodes it introduces. Yang et al. [20]
argue that in this architecture, smart nodes have a fixed transmis-
sion range. Hence, the amount of traffic that is to be forwarded in-
creases considerably as the distance to the base-station becomes
shorter. Subsequently, smart nodes that are closer to the base-sta-
tion will run out of power earlier causing partitioning.

We remark that assuming fixed transmission ranges simply
contradicts the nature of the heterogeneous devices co-existing
in the IoT. In addition, we consider the architecture mentioned
above to be delay-intolerant by design, and vulnerable to parti-
tioning, which is a concurrent nature of the IoT setting. We final-
ly add that the proposal in [19] does not specify if smart-stations
Fig. 3. Mix architecture of RFID and WSN (MIX).
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A summary of RSN integrated architectures features.
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[16] U U

[17] U U U

[18] U U U U U

[19] U U U

[20] U U U U

SIWR & DIRSN U U U U U U U U U U
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inter-communicate with each other, which is a desired feature to
have in any integrated architecture. The authors in [20] propose
balancing the load among the readers by adding more readers in
the area near the sink. We point out that an abundance of read-
ers in the network may cause reader collisions, which occur
when the coverage area of one RFID reader overlaps with that
of another. Not to mention that deploying more readers will sub-
stantially increase the cost of the system. The cost of this mixed
architecture is more complicated and is express by the total
CRead + CRelay + CXS.

The alternative integration approach we propose, which will be
further described in Section 4, aims towards overcoming the limi-
tations of the architectures mentioned above in terms of delay-tol-
erance through the DIRSN routing scheme, while controlling the
cost factor through the SIWR placement scheme. This latter goal
is achieved by optimally placing SNs in a manner that guarantees
the integrated RSN requirements (e.g. dissimilar coverage settings,
data generation rate, and varying communication links’ capacities)
with the least SNs’ count, and thus the least cost. This optimization
deployment problem needs to be dealt with carefully. Accordingly,
we discuss some of the recent placement strategies that have been
proposed in the literature in this regard.

Table 1 summarizes the features of each of the integrated architec-
tures mentioned above and compares them against our framework.
2.2. Node placement in integrated architectures

Extensive work has been reported on relay node deployment
strategies, which are classified into two categories: Random (Ad-
Hoc) and controlled (grid-based) deployment [21–23]. These
deployment approaches apply, as well, to RFID reader placement
[24–27]. Nevertheless, while deploying an abundance of readers
may provide full coverage, this has the side effect of creating signif-
icant interference among readers which consequently, adversely af-
fects the performance of the whole system. This is also not a cost-
effective approach. Several maximal RFID coverage schemes have
been proposed in the literature. Controlled deployment is usually
pursued for indoor applications of WSNs [21]. Nevertheless, some
deterministic approaches utilize algorithms to find an optimal
placement of RFID readers in a grid [24], or at a predetermined set
of locations [25]. While these schemes are able to achieve maximal
coverage, they suffer from two major weaknesses when applied to
integrated RSN layouts. First, the coverage comes at the heavy price
of an abundance of integrated units. The grid approach is particu-
larly inapplicable to integrated schemes and is artificial for real-life
IoT scenarios. If the grid approach is to be applied with the RS inte-
grated architecture, for instance, we will end up with a situation
where sensors are distributed in a grid fashion. This is a costly
design that simply counters large-scale implementations of WSNs.
Our proposed design, hence, avoids this by maintaining the separa-
tion of sensors and tags and focusing on the optimum distribution of
reader/relay pairs (SNs) over the network’s span.
In the Ad-Hoc placement approach, on the other hand, an algo-
rithm needs to be executed afterwards to turn-off some redundant
readers. Such an approach does not eliminate the problem of read-
ers’ redundancy. Moreover, random distribution of nodes does not
solve connectivity challenges. It might even increase them. Distrib-
uting sensor nodes randomly over a given plane is a haphazard
solution that does not guarantee even coverage of the sensed area.
The problem grows in dimension if these nodes are mobile. Other
WSN approaches such as [28] apply sink mobility to provide an en-
ergy efficient way for data dissemination. The proposed method
navigates the mobile sink to traverse through the cluster centers
according to the trajectory of an optimized route. The mobile sink
then collects the data from sensors at the visited clusters.

We aim in our placement approach to specifically place readers
(integrated with relays in SNs) where they are required to perform
their reading/relying double-task. Our ILP solution adopts a similar
approach to the work presented [27], where the authors propose a
greedy algorithm that uses the ratio of tag counts to the number of
neighboring readers of each reader to detect and eliminates redun-
dancy. We build on this work and develop an ILP solution that
determines the optimum minimal count of reader in the layout
as described in Section 4.
2.3. Data transfer in delay-tolerant networks

Data transfer, i.e. routing, in delay-tolerant networks (DTNs) has
been covered extensively [29–37]. The selection of the most appro-
priate routing protocol depends on the level of knowledge avail-
able regarding the networks’ topology. In a DTN setting, such
knowledge is either partial or absolutely absent.

If the nodes possess no routing information about their neigh-
bors, then they implement broadcasting protocols that blindly for-
ward copies of their packets to any neighbor they encounter. This
ranges from full network flooding [29,30] to partial (epidemic)
flooding [31]. Network coding [32] was further proposed to im-
prove the performance of DTN flooding. Blind routing may achieve
a high delivery ratio provided enough storage and energy re-
sources. Yet, it burdens the node buffer and inefficiently utilizes
the contact duration. Thus, broadcasting protocols are not favored
for their costly operations. Topology control [33] is proposed to
achieve efficient broadcasting with low interference and low en-
ergy consumption. Alternatively, if some knowledge of the nodes’
mobility patterns or routing history is available, then guided rout-
ing [34–36] is applied. Protocols in this class exchange routing ta-
bles to assign weights to nodes/links based on information
collected from the network. This information may be related to
the contact between nodes or their location or mobility. For in-
stance, history-based probabilistic routing [34,35] estimates a
delivery predictability metric that is strengthened each time par-
ticular nodes meet. In addition, social-based routing [36] is partic-
ularly useful in cases where human mobility traces are involved in
the routing process.
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As will be mentioned in Section 4, the algorithm we present
here is based on exchanging routing tables between neighboring
nodes. It should be mentioned, however, that routing in integrated
RSNs has not been addressed in existing DTN schemes. Other DTN
delivery schemes are based on utilizing the mobility patterns of
nodes in the topology. We particularly note the Data MULEs
(DMs) approach introduced in [37]. DMs were defined as mobile
nodes with arbitrary mobility patterns and equipped with large
storage capacities and renewable energy sources. This concept is
further applicable nowadays due to the wide spread of wireless
smart devices. The proposal in [37] consisted of a three-tier archi-
tecture (sensor nodes,DMs and access points) and is supposed to
connect sensors at the cost of high latency. This architecture
resembles our network model; alas it does not address challenges
facing integrated topologies as ours does.

The previous subsections show that the existing integration ap-
proaches, as described above, have several drawbacks that cause
them to be either costly and infeasible, or unsalable, thus prevent-
ing them from being efficiently deployed in real-life IoT settings.
Furthermore, the architectures mentioned above assume nodal-
placement strategies that do not cater for cost and integrated RSN
constraints, nor do they address the IoT-inherited delay-tolerance
routing issues. In the remaining sections, we introduce our inte-
grated framework that tackles these specific issues.
3. System models

In this section we describe our framework’s network model, the
delay model for the DIRSN scheme, and the communication model
used in this paper. All three models were designed to tackle chal-
lenges of RSN applications under the IoT umbrella.

3.1. Network model

We adopt a two-layered hierarchical architecture that maxi-
mizes the integrated network usability and minimizes its deploy-
ment cost. The upper layer consists of super nodes (SNs) which
communicate periodically with access points (APs) to deliver the
Fig. 4. Smart integrated WSNs and RFIDs architecture.
data being collected at the lower layer. SNs are assumed to consist
of RFID readers and advanced processing and communication units
to aggregate sensed data and coordinate medium access, in addi-
tion to relaying data to the access points. This architecture aims to-
ward controlling the cost factor by distributing the sensing and
relaying loads over the components of integrated networks in an
optimum fashion. This is a unique approach because it does not
overwhelm the light sensor and tag nodes (LNs) with relaying tasks
but rather focuses on the optimal distribution of the most costly
reading/relaying components. Since LNs are relatively cheaper to
deploy and have a minor effect on the network’s cost, our scheme
focuses on the upper layer’s nodes (i.e. SNs).

Fig. 4 illustrates our RSN integration approach. This approach is
based on simple assumptions related to the nature of IoT nodes:

� RFID readers have relatively low ranges of communication and
are expensive. They are also not as common among the wireless
devices in use in everyday settings and have to be deliberately
assigned to each cluster of passive RFID tags since they are
the only means of communication with these tags.
� Sensors and tags, on the contrary, are much cheaper and den-

sely deployed over the topology but implement separate moni-
toring and reporting protocols.

In addition to SNs and LNs, the IoT comprises by nature many
other active nodes, including devices equipped with sensors and
transceivers, which vary in their mobility, processing, communica-
tion and buffer capacities. These resources will be exploited by our
approach, as courier nodes (CNs), to provide connectivity when-
ever delay/disruption occurs.

Fig. 5 illustrates the basic blocks of the improved architecture
over which the DIRSN scheme is based and their functionalities.
DIRSN assumes the existence of the following levels of nodes in a
given IoT topology:

� Access points (APs) that are fixed and directly connected to the
Internet cloud. They act as base-stations for the rest of the
nodes down the hierarchy.
� Super nodes (SNs) representing the integrated part of our archi-

tecture. They perform the roles of RFID readers and wireless
relays to APs, simultaneously, with advanced transmission
capabilities. Minimizing the number of these SNs will minimize
the deployment cost of the system as a whole since they are the
most sophisticated and expensive among its components.
� Light nodes (LNs) represented by passive RFID tags and simple

sensor nodes, each performing their own protocol. LNs are
assumed to be distributed densely over the topology and may
be fixed or mobile depending on the application.
� Courier nodes (CNs) represented by some mobile sensor nodes

(among other smart devices in the IoT) with variable buffering
and transmission capabilities. A courier is potentially moving
towards or residing within the communication range of an AP.
These nodes buffer the data whenever connectivity is lost
between SNs and APs or between light sensors (i.e. conducting
SCF routing), until a suitable ‘‘best next hop’’ is found. If trans-
mission power permits, a CN may even assume the role of a
relay and directly transfer a SN’s load to an AP.

3.2. Delay model

Our objective in DIRSN is to minimize the worst delay experi-
enced between any SN/AP pair. Thus, we adopt the delay model
introduced in [38]. Although that model was initially proposed
for underwater acoustic sensor networks, we find it generally suit-
able for wireless networks regardless of the transmission medium.
Most importantly, since we are using integer linear programming



Fig. 5. An architecture based on delay-tolerant approach for integrated RFID sensor networks in an IoT setting.
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(ILP), we assume its discretized delay metric that can be tuned to
achieve any desired accuracy. We further propose e-health as a
real-life application that justifies our architecture and its corre-
sponding models. This will be further elaborated upon in Section 4.

Due to dense network topologies formulated in IoT, a relatively
long multi-hop path can easily exist between the source node and
the corresponding AP. The delay components we consider in this
paper are the transmission/processing delay w modeled by the
number of hops multiplied by w, and the propagation delay, mod-
eled based on the speed of signal and the Euclidian distance be-
tween two ends. The latter delay is extremely dependent on the
speed of the link (or signal speed) and the Euclidian distance be-
tween the two ends. It varies based on the utilized technology
and its corresponding standards, and the transmission medium.

Accordingly, our delay model is described as follows: We define
a delay step x which is the distance a wireless signal would travel
in one time unit. Let Eij be the Euclidian distance between a source
node i and a destination node j, then, the discrete propagation de-

lay over a single-hop link (i, j) would be ½Eij

x�. Hence, the discrete de-
lay over a multi-hop path is the sum of the discrete delays of
single-hop links that constitute that path. Note that x (and the
time unit) can be made small enough to meet any desired accuracy.

For the sake of our algorithm generality, Single-hop-delay
(Dsingle) and Total-delay (Dtotal), can be respectively defined as
follows:

Dsingle ¼
Eij

x
þ w

� �
ð1Þ

and

Dtotal ¼
X

totalhops

Eij

x
þ w

� �
ð2Þ
3 Path loss is the difference between transmitted and received signal power.
4 Wireless signals are attenuated because of shadowing and multipath effects. This

refers to the fluctuation of the average received power.
3.3. Communication model

We assume a probabilistic model in which the probability of
communication between two wireless devices decays exponen-
tially with distance and takes into consideration surrounding
obstacles and hindrances. Accordingly, the communication range
of each device can be represented by an arbitrary shape. For real-
istic estimation of the arbitrary shape dimensions, we need a prac-
tical signal propagation model. This model can describe the path
loss3 in the targeted site by taking into consideration the effects of
the surrounding terrain on the power (Pr) of received signals as fol-
lows [39]:

Pr ¼ K0 � 10clogðdÞ � ld ð3Þ

where d is the Euclidian distance between the transmitter and re-
ceiver, c is the path loss exponent calculated based on experimental
data, l is a random variable describing signal attenuation effects4 in
the monitored site, and K0 is a constant calculated based on the
transmitter, receiver and field mean heights. Let Pr equal the mini-
mal acceptable signal level to maintain connectivity. Assume c and
K0 in Eq. (4) are also known for the specific site to be monitored.
Thus, a probabilistic communication model which gives the proba-
bility that two devices separated by distance d can communicate
with each other is given by:

Pcðd;lÞ ¼ Ke�ldc
ð4Þ

where K0 = 10log(K).
Thus, the probabilistic connectivity Pc is not only a function of

the distance separating the sensor nodes but also a function of
the surrounding obstacles and terrain, which can cause shadowing
and multipath effects (represented by the random variable l).

4. Integrated RSN framework

As aforementioned, our framework comprises two components:
SIWR, an architecture that classifies nodes into simple LNs and
integrated SNs, and DIRSN, which is a scheme for data routing
and CN selection in RSNs. The two parts aims toward providing
an optimized architecture for integrated RSNs in addition to a de-
lay-tolerant scheme for IoT settings. Particularly, we address two
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optimization problems related to integrate RSNs in IoT: (1) Opti-
mal placement of SNs and (2) Locating best set of CNs to provide
minimum delay. In the following, we introduce two ILP formula-
tions of SIWR and DIRSN, which represent our approaches to tackle
the two aforementioned problems, respectively.

As previously illustrated in Fig. 4, our scheme is based on plac-
ing LNs near to the phenomenon of interest for more accurate
readings. An SN is then placed on the most appropriate position
to serve the largest number of LNs distributed around it based on
the application’s requirements. The access point is also placed with
respect to the application’s requirements in a fixed position and
serves as the system’s data sink. When compared to the integrated
architectures mentioned in Section 2, the cost measure of our inte-
grated architecture is expressed by the total count of SNs, where a
single SN cost is calculated by:

CSN ¼ eCRelay þ gCRead ð5Þ

where e and g denotes fractional variables varying between 0 and 1
based on the hardware specifications of the designed SN. We note
that Eq. (5) combines partial costs of readers and relaying nodes
which are conducted separately in the other architectures. This is
due to the elimination of duplicated components achieved by our
integration strategy.

The SIWR architecture, however, while providing optimum cov-
erage to LNs, does not address challenges related to SNs connectiv-
ity in an IoT layout. Moreover and most importantly, the mobility
and disruptive characteristics of IoT topologies aforementioned
above introduce a particular challenge regarding connecting SNs
to APs, where this connection may cease to exist for variable inter-
vals, resulting in the isolation of entire segments of the network.
Thus, we enhance this architecture in our DIRSN approach which
represents the second part of the integrated framework proposed
in this paper, by further introducing a new class nodes (i.e. CNs)
that guarantee minimum-delay-connectivity between SNs and
APs (when they are out of each other’s communication range),
through locating the best set of CNs capable of doing so.

In the DIRSN scheme, CNs are specifically exploited to solve this
connectivity challenge. In a real-life scenario, CNs would be repre-
sented by cell-phones, chips on vehicles, advanced sensors, or any
mobile node with sufficient transmission and buffering capabilities
to exchange routing tables with neighboring nodes and discover
routes to deliver data within a limited amount of time. In fact,
the role of CNs in DIRSN is somehow similar to that of Data MULEs
(DMs) mentioned in Section 2. According to our approach,
however, A given CN will move across the topology according to
a deterministic mobility pattern, rather than an arbitrary pattern,
depending on the nature of the courier. Then, a CN will read data
held by disconnected SNs via short-range wireless communication
and finally transmit the collected data to some AP in the premises.
The main advantage of this approach is that it provides connectiv-
ity to otherwise disconnected SNs. It also contributes to dedicating
LNs to their sensory tasks, which consequently allows them to
sustain longer life cycles. Most importantly, CNs in our architecture
will obey a delay model that aims toward minimizing the
maximum delay in data transfer as we will explain in the next
section.

Applications that require connectivity with constraints on delay
or delivery time are common in the context of IoT. In particular, we
target emergency response systems, also known as e-health appli-
cations [39–41], which have a high demand for connectivity and
high sensitivity to failure. The use of integrated RSNs in e-health
applications allows real-time monitoring of people suffering from
health problems leading to earlier diagnosis. This applies as well
to healthier individuals who may experience sudden health issues.
Vital parameters such as heart rate, breathing rate and blood
pressure can be measured by LNs worn by the individuals to
record data on multiple health parameters, allowing medical
professionals to make better informed decisions. Automatic alerts
can be immediately sent to medical staff to warn of deteriorations
in patients’ conditions or guide medic tams to the location of the
case. The delay restriction of the call depends on the urgency of
the situation. In the default case and since LNs are limited in their
transmission capabilities; communication is initiated by neighbor-
ing SNs or CNs on periodical bases if transmission distance permits.
The readings acquired form LNs are delivered to the AP (i.e. hospi-
tal or physician’s clinic) without assuming any delay constraint.
However, once the readings indicate a critical condition, they are
treated by the system as urgent and routs with minimum delay
are computed to deliver them.

Fig. 5 illustrates the roles of the different type of nodes through
several scenarios. Note that there are three fixed SNs: X, Y and Z.
There are also three mobile CNs: A, B and C, in addition to several
LNs each representing an individual/patient. In this setting, the
three SNs are sufficiently placed according to SIWR to provide full
coverage to any LN in the topology. As for the couriers, we see that
node A has a mobility pattern that allows it to gather data from
both SNs X and Y. Prior to that, A also receives data from an LN that
is assumed here to be a simple sensor, indicating that intercommu-
nication between wireless sensors is permitted. Upon reaching the
proximity of SN Y, which is the end of A’s path, node A realizes that
it is still not in the range of any AP, so it decides to transfer its load
a hop further to a neighboring courier C, that shows a potential, i.e.
by exchanging routing tables with A, of contacting an AP in the fu-
ture. C also reads from SN Y, which simultaneously forwards its ur-
gent packets (i.e. cases to be attended by medic teams urgently) to
another CN B, whose routing table indicates a better probability of
communicating with an AP sooner. Meanwhile, C’s mobility allows
it to finally deliver its data-load to an AP. Note that node Z was able
to reach an AP by itself regardless of the assistance offered by any
CN. Hence, it did not forward its packets to C when it was in its
proximity.

Our integration framework introduces two ILP-based solutions
involving optimally placing SNs using the SIWR approach, and
selecting best set of CNs that guaranty minimum transmission de-
lay using the DIRSN approach. These solutions are described as
follows.

4.1. Optimal placement of super nodes

The node placement problem tackled in this paper has an infi-
nitely large search space and finding the optimal solution is highly
non-trivial. Therefore, we propose a model that limits the search
space to a more manageable size. We assume knowledge of the ter-
rain of the monitored site. Hence, practical candidate positions on
the grid vertices can be pre-determined; none feasible positions
are excluded from the search space. We use cubic grid vertices to
apply a novel scheme for routing and placement of SNs in inte-
grated WSNs and RFIDs. This scheme is used to minimize the cost
of the integrated network without violating the main requirements
of RFIDs and WSNs. The former requires maintaining the right ratio
of tag to reader counts, while the latter requires full connectivity.
Our deployment scheme, SIWR, aims at solving the following
problem:

Find the optimal locations of SNtotal super nodes with the rout-
ing paths to deliver the generated data from each Tag/Sensor to the
access point. The objective is to minimize the total count of super
nodes.

SIWR’s placement solution runs off-line before the network is
operational. Thus, no complexity issues are associated to it. We as-
sume a two-layered hierarchical architecture that maximizes the
integrated network usability and minimizes its deployment cost.
The upper layer consists of SNs which communicate periodically
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with the APs (directly or via each other) to deliver the data being
measured at the lower layer, composed of LNs and CNs. SNs are as-
sumed to consist of RFID readers and advanced processing and
communication units to aggregate received sensed data and coor-
dinate medium access in addition to relaying measured data to the
APs. The SIWR architecture, which is also applied to DIRSN, aims
toward dominating the cost factor by distributing the sensing
and relaying loads over the components of integrated networks
in an optimum fashion without overwhelming the light sensor
and tag nodes (LNs) with relaying tasks but rather focus on the
optimal distribution of the most costly integrated reading/relaying
components.

The optimization problem can be formulated as an ILP. We de-
fine the following constants and variables:

Constants:

� V: set of candidate grid vertices.
� v: number of candidate positions on the grid vertices.
� SNtotal: total available super nodes.
� fij: is the flow from node i to node j (i.e. the data units to be sent

from i to j).
� Gi: generated traffic by sensor node i.
� SGi: generated traffic by super node i.
� Ci: Capacity of traffic (BW) available for sensor node i.
� SCi: Capacity of traffic (BW) available for super node i.

Variables:

� ai: A binary variable equals to 1 when a sensor is placed at ver-
tex i of the 3-D grid and 0 otherwise.
� bi: A binary variable equals to 1 when an RFID Tag is placed at

vertex i of the 3-D grid and 0 otherwise.
� Si: A binary variable equals to 1 when a super node is placed at

vertex i of the 3-D grid and 0 otherwise.
� N(i): is a set of neighboring indices such that j e N(i) if node j is

within the transmission range of node i (i.e. Pc(i,j) P s).
� M(N(i)): is a set of indices such that j e M(N(i)) if node j is within

the transmission range of a node that can reach one of the
neighboring nodes of node i via single or multiple hops.
� Pc(i,j): is the probabilistic connectivity between two nodes

placed at vertices i and j.

Our policy of minimizing the cost implies minimizing the total
count of SNs without affecting the main connectivity requirements
of RSN systems. By achieving a placement that maintains the max-
imum number of RFID tags per reader, we optimally handle the
main connectivity requirement in the placement of RFID systems,
where a balance between energy consumption and interference
is satisfied. On the other hand we assure that each sensor will be
connected to the AP through at least one path. In order to do so,
we formulate the ILP in Fig. 6. Eq. (6) is the objective function
which minimizes SNtotal . Eqs. (7) and (8) ensure that each sensor
node is connected to at least one SN, and each tag has at least
one SN in its vicinity. Eq. (9) ensures at least one path towards
the AP from a SN which is not a neighbor (i.e. have a direct commu-
nication) with the AP. Eq. (10) guarantees that the total number of
tags covered by a super node (reader) is not exceeding the opti-
mized value (OV) of tags per reader, which has been mentioned
in [27]. Eqs. (11) and (12) satisfy the traffic capacity (bandwidth)
constraints. Notice that this ILP can be easily modified to handle
more complex capacity constraints (by giving different weights
for different links of a single node). Eqs. (13) and (14) guarantee
the flow balance. Eqs. (11)–(14) together with Eq. (10) are used
to ensure the least interference in the wireless medium access.
Eq. (150 prevents the flow splitting by specifying that a SN j can
transmit to only one SN i.
4.2. Courier node selection

We apply DIRSN, a novel scheme for data routing and courier
nodes’ selection in integrated RSNs. This scheme is used to mini-
mize the delay of the integrated IoT network without violating
the main requirements of RFIDs and WSNs. DIRSN, aims at solving
the following problem:

Given a large search space (modeled by IoT random deploy-
ment) and a limited number of SNs and static/mobile LNs and
CNs, Find the optimal set of CNs with their corresponding routing
paths to deliver the generated data from each SN covering Tag/Sen-
sor LNs to the AP in minimum delay based on current network
topology.

We assume discretized rounds per which our scheme selects
routing paths based on locating the most suitable couriers passing
through these paths. This is determined according to minimum de-
lay and link constraints calculated from the lower layer of the
architecture (LNs) up to SNs.

Fig. 7 shows an example where four SNs: A, B, C and D, respec-
tively, have established at some point of time one or more connect-
ing paths, through some CNs, to one AP. Note that each SN-AP path
has its end-to-end delay and capacity characteristics as speculated
by the SIWR ILP given in the format (delay/capacity). These charac-
teristics are based on table exchanges between CNs and SNs. The
ILP of DIRSN selects the path (illustrated in thick red line) that
guarantees minimum delay without violating capacity constraints.
The decision of utilizing this CN depends on its resources which are
stored, as well, at the SN’s routing table. For example, assuming
that SN A in Fig. 7 has to transmit packets with a load-balance con-
straint that requires a minimum link capacity of 10 MB, the ILP de-
tects three different paths connecting A to the AP. Two of the three
paths obey the capacity constraints, and the one amongst these
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Fig. 8. ILP formulation for the DIRSN.
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two which provides the minimum delay is ultimately chosen. Note
that the third path does provide minimal delay from A to the AP.
However, it fails to fulfill the required capacity; hence it was not
chosen by the ILP. The case is easier with SN B, where there is only
a single path connecting it to the AP. The ILP is forced to select this
path, regardless of its promised delay once it fulfills the capacity
constraint. As for SN C, there are two paths with equal link capac-
ities linking it to the AP, one of which passes through another SN D.
Obviously, the path that provides minimum delay is selected by
the ILP in this case.

The selection of the best M couriers in the proximity of each SN
and available CN in the network is achieved by periodically
exchanging routing tables and/or registration records between
neighboring nodes. This selection process is repeated at the begin-
ning of each triggered round as will be explained later. The mobil-
ity history of the neighbors is examined against the
communication range of the corresponding destination node(s).
Based on the results, forwarding candidates are defined according
to best (i.e. minimum) delays. The algorithm we use to conduct this
approach is based on an ILP formulation which, in turn, requires
defining the following constants and variables:

Constants:

� Ctotal: total available couriers for data transfer.
� Dmax: maximum delay to transfer a data unit from a SN to the

courier.
� SGi:is a data generation rate of a super node i (based on the

underlining connected LNs per SN).
� ti: is the traffic capacity of a super node i (i.e., maximum data

units that can be relayed by a SN per round).
� Ti: is the traffic capacity of a courier node i (i.e., maximum data

units that can be relayed by a courier per round).
� Eij: is the Euclidian distance between node i and j.
� x: is the distance a node signal would travel in one time unit.
� M: is the candidate couriers’ count available per round.
� N(i): is a set of neighboring candidates such that j e N(i) if node j

is within the transmission range of node i (i.e. Pc(i,j)Ps).
� M(i): is a set of indices such that j e M(i) if node j is within the

range of a CN i that can reach an AP.

Variables:

� ci: A binary variable equals to 1 when a CN at position i (associ-
ated with an (x,y) coordinate) is chosen by an SN to relay its
data to the AP, and 0 otherwise.
� fij: is the flow from SN i to CN j (i.e. the data units to be sent from

i to j).
� lij: is the flow from a CN i to CN j.

Our policy of minimizing the delivery delay implies minimizing
the total path length towards the AP without overwhelming the
integrated network. This is achieved by locating a courier set that
maintains the shortest path from each SN to an AP while consider-
ing their varying node/link capacities and load balance. We aim for
each SN to deliver data to its corresponding AP with the least delay.
In order to do so, we formulate the ILP in Fig. 8. Eq. (16) is the
objective function which minimizes Dmax. Eqs. (17) and (18) satisfy
the traffic capacity constraints available to SNs and CNs, respec-
tively. Eq. (19) guarantees the flow balance and controls data gen-
eration rates at SNs. Eq. (20) guarantees that if no courier is
selected (i.e., Cj = 0), no flow is sent to courier at position j. Eq.
(21) makes Dmax the maximum delay over all SNs seeking the AP
(note that we minimize Dmax). Eq. (22) satisfies the constraint that
only M couriers are available. We remark that this ILP can be mod-
ified to handle more complex capacity constraints (e.g., given dif-
ferent weights to different links incident to a single SN and/or
CN). We show a general case here for ease of the presentation.
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We define algorithm 1 to find candidate couriers that guarantee
minimum delay transmission to access points among CNs and SNs
and to execute the ILP formulated in DIRSN. A link is only chosen if
it offers minimum delay and satisfies the capacity constraint that is
dependent on the packet generation rate per LN. End-to-end paths
are determined based on the updates of routing tables that take
place between SNs and CNs.

Algorithm 1. (DIRSN Approach): Finding candidates for
minimum delay to access points among couriers and super
nodes

Procedure FindMinDelayCandidates()
set Delaymax = 1
do for each triggered round

for each super node SNi and courier node CNi do
find all neighbors
if vneighbor 6 Vx

exchange routing tables
for each access point APi

find set of neighbors with minimum DelayAPi < Delaymax

set Delaymax = Min (DelayAPi)
end

end
end
if (new data to forward && vneighbor 6 Vx)

call DIRSN ILP
end

Note that the DIRSN algorithm is applied only subject to the fol-
lowing conditions: (a) The availability of new data to be forwarded
and (b) The availability of suitable neighboring CNs. A suitable cou-
rier is one that passes by the SN at a speed that does not exceed a
threshold Vx, which is equivalent to pedestrians and low-speed
mobile objects. Also note that until the results of the ILP are re-
turned, the DIRSN algorithm will use existing routes. While this
may result in utilizing suboptimal routes, our simulation results
(as discussed in section 5.2) show that the algorithm is still supe-
rior to existing solutions. It should be also noted that the ILP in the
DIRSN algorithm is executed in SNs and CNs, which are supposedly
more computationally capable nodes.

5. Discussion and results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
framework in practical settings, where the aforementioned proba-
bilistic communication model is considered. We compare our pro-
posed SIWR and DIRSN approaches, respectively, against the three
RSN integration architectures discussed earlier in Section 2.
Namely: TS, RS and MIX. These architectures represent our com-
parison baseline in this study. In fact, simplified variations of these
architectures were widely studied in the literature [14–20].

To compare the performance of the integrated RSN architec-
tures, the following four performance metrics are used: cost, aver-
age delay, average packet loss and average generation rate (AGR).
The first metric, cost, is used in the SIWR simulations. Cost repre-
sents the total count of relays, readers, and/or SNs in a given archi-
tecture multiplied by their cost measure previously mentioned in
Section 2 for each architecture type. We remark that the SNs count
in case of TS, RS, and MIX architectures will be the count of total
readers and sensors relaying data to the APs.

The other three performance metrics are used in the DIRSN sim-
ulations. Unless otherwise specified, we use the average delay as a
measure of latency. Delay is measured in msec and is defined as
the amount of time required to deliver a data unit to the AP.
Average packet loss percentage, on the other hand, is the percent-
age of transmitted data packets that fail to reach the AP reflecting
the effects of bad communication channels on data delivery over
the architecture. Finally, AGR is measured in Kbps. It is represented
by the traffic rate generated by each SN or any equivalent node in a
given architecture. In fact, AGR can be treated as a representation
of the traffic generated by LNs in the network since it is a reflection
of LNs count. In case of TS, RS, and MIX architectures, AGR at SNs
will be the AGR of readers and sensors relaying data to the couriers.

While studying these performance metrics, we vary three main
parameters: LN count (in SIWR simulations), CN count and net-
work cost (in DIRSN Simulations). The LN count reflects the scala-
bility of the utilized architecture under varying application scales.
In addition, it reflects the application’s complexity. The CN count
reflects the scalability of the exploited architecture under varying
application scales. In addition, it reflects the application’s
complexity.
5.1. Simulation model

The proposed MILP-based approach is applied to the different
integrated RSNs architectures using MATLAB. Based on experimen-
tal measurements [39], we set the communication model variables
to be as follows: c = 4.8, Pr = �104 (dB), K0 = 42.152, and l to be a
random variable that follows a log-normal distribution function
with a mean of 3 and variance of 10. We choose e = g = 0.8 accord-
ing to [42] in order to consider the most expensive SNs. All mobile
nodes are set to follow the Random Waypoint mobility model [43].
We set the Vx value to be 5 km/h which allows couriers repre-
sented by pedestrians to be considered in e-health applications.
The MATLAB simulator determines whether a wireless node is con-
nected to its neighbors or not based on the aforementioned prob-
abilistic communication model, where s = 70%. Each simulation
experiment is repeated 500 times and the average results hold a
confidence interval no more than 5% of the average (over 500 runs)
at a 95% confidence level.
5.2. Simulation results

The results as plotted in Figs. 9–11 show that our SIWR archi-
tecture, indeed, outperforms all the other three RSN integration
architectures and always requires less number of SNs. This trans-
lates into minimal system cost and proves the optimality of our
deployment solution proposed by SIWR.
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In our first ILP iteration, we assumed a density of 3 LNs per m2.
As shown in Fig. 9, the total cost increases linearly according to the
four architectures as the count of LNs does, as to be naturally ex-
pected. The interesting observation is related to our SIWR architec-
ture which maintains the least cost throughout the iteration,
leading to significant cost saving (more than 35% in comparison
to the best of the other architectures). The same observation, with
even better performance (i.e. much lower cost required by SIWR)
stands when increasing LNs density to 30 nodes per m2, as shown
in Fig. 10. However, when this density is increased to 300 LNs per
m2 and the total LNs’ count in the topology reaches the range of
thousands, which is trivial in many large-scale applications involv-
ing WSNs and RFIDs, the performance differences between SIWR
and the competing integration architectures becomes astonish-
ingly obvious. As shown in Fig. 11, when the count of LNs exceeds
2000, the corresponding network cost increases exponentially as
does the deployment cost of the involved architectures. This is
not the case with SIWR which maintains a much steadier rate of
cost increase that remains definitely lower than any of the other
architectures. We attribute this steadiness to the SIWR’s ILP that
guarantees a minimal deployment of SNs and thus dominates the
cost factor as oppose to the other architectures that tend to in-
crease the number of relays or readers redundantly as the number
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of LNs increase in their topologies in order to assure connectivity at
a very costly deployment price.

As for the DIRSN simulations, we apply its ILP-based approach
while increasing the couriers’ count from 10 to 70. This range of
couriers is applied to DIRSN and the other three integration archi-
tectures simultaneously and the resulting average delay in each of
the four architectures is plotted against the corresponding count.
To better understand maximum and minimum delays, we provide
statistics of median, minimum and maximum experienced delays
(see Fig. 12). In Fig. 12, top and bottom ends of boxes represent
the 75th and 25th percentiles of delay, respectively. Top and bot-
tom extensions of the boxes represent the 95th and 5th percentiles
of delay, respectively. We conclude from Fig. 12 that delay values
are very densely distributed condensed. Thus, that average delay
is sufficient to give a clear understanding of this particular metric.

Consequently, Fig. 13 shows that for all integrated architec-
tures, average delay tends to drop rapidly as the couriers’ count in-
crease. This is only natural since an abundance of couriers will
surely increase the connectivity over any network. We note, how-
ever, that even with as few as 10 couriers in the layout, our DIRSN
approach scores an average delay that is 30% better than the best
average delay achieved by the other architectures. As the number
of couriers increase to 70, an average delay drop of up to 50% is
achieved by DIRSN. We attribute this to DIRSN’s distinct delay-
tolerant courier selection algorithm.
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In Fig. 14, we apply the same method while increasing the count
of SNs from 10 to 70 and applying this to all four architectures. SNs
in DIRSN are responsible for RFID coverage in addition to perform-
ing relay transmissions. An increase of SNs count apparently
lowers average delay for all the four architectures. But this
count-increase, as we mentioned earlier, adds to the cost of the
network. Fig. 14 confirms the cost-efficiency of our integration
approach. It indicates that the best amongst the other three rival
architectures (i.e. MIX) has to deploy 70 SNs to achieve an average
delay that DIRSN can accomplish with only 10 SNs.

Fig. 15 compares average delay against our third performance
metric, i.e., average packet loss percentage. Again, DIRSN produces
the best (minimal) packet loss as delay increases (almost 60% of
the packets are saved). This is translated to better coverage and
connectivity in our architecture compared to others. In other
words, DIRSN is more successful in providing alternative paths to
deliver messages to their final destinations than the rest of the
integrated architectures. This reflects the optimality of our place-
ment and selection ILPs. Average delay and average packet loss
are always directly proportional. Yet, according to Fig. 15, DIRSN
provides a steadier and linear rate of delay-increase that remains
substantially lower than the delay-increase of the other three
architectures, which all show an exponential rise in average packet
loss beyond the 60 ms delay mark.
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Finally, we compare the average delay to the Average Generation
Rate (AGR) measured in Kbps. AGR is the traffic rate generated by
the LNs that are associated to SNs in the network. As the delay in-
creases, AGR does as well. However, Fig. 16 also shows that DIRSN
produces an increase rate that is superbly steadier (linear) than the
other architectures that experience, again, an exponential increase
in their average delays as their corresponding AGR increases.

The results as plotted in Figs. 13–16 show that our DIRSN archi-
tecture, indeed, outperforms all the three common RSN integration
architectures. It is worth mentioning, however that through the
displayed results, MIX architecture does always come as a sec-
ond-best to DIRSN, with a considerable gap between the two. We
explain this as a result of MIX being the closest integration archi-
tecture to DIRSN in terms of treating sensors and tags as separate
entities. DIRSN, however, excels in adopting an integration ap-
proach that is cost-efficient in terms of optimally deploying SNs
and locating CNs in a way that serves delay, delivery and cost con-
straints better and, as shown above, produces results that surpass
other architectures.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce an optimized delay-tolerant frame-
work for integrated RSNs in IoT. Our framework is comprised of
two components. The first is SIWR, a novel Smart Integrated WSNs
and RFIDs architecture that classifies nodes into light nodes (LNs)
and integrated super nodes (SNs). The integration choice is meant
to relief LNs, i.e. simple sensors and tags, from any relaying load
and, hence, concentrating the cost factor of our architecture in
the optimal deployment of the SNs. This particular task was ca-
tered for by an ILP solution that minimizes the overall cost of the
system by minimizing the total count of SNs without affecting
the main connectivity requirements of RSN systems.

The second part of our framework tackles the intermittent con-
nectivity challenge facing integrated IoT layouts and is represented
by DIRSN, an optimized delay-tolerant approach for Integrated
RFID-Sensor Networks. This is a novel scheme for data routing
and couriers’ selection in RSNs. Within our framework, DIRSN fur-
ther enhances SIWR’s architecture to better suit node characteris-
tics in the IoT paradigm. The DIRSN scheme introduces a class of
mobile courier nodes (CNs) that perform delay-tolerant probabilis-
tic SCF routing and are responsible to provide minimum-
delay-connectivity between SNs and their corresponding access
points (APs). DIRSN’s ILP solution is triggered by the need to deliver
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data given availability of suitable couriers and subject to capacity
measures. It minimizes delay across the network without violating
the main RFID and WSN dense deployment and capacity require-
ments, such as load balancing, and builds on SIWR’s novel architec-
ture to locate the best set of CNs that promise to provide
connectivity. Hence, the ILPs of our framework are intended to pro-
vide RFID coverage and full WSN connectivity, respectively, for
integrated RSNs in IoT settings.

We compared our integrated framework with three other inte-
gration models for RSNs, namely: TS, RS and MIX [14–20]. The
comparison was based on four performance metrics: cost, average
delay, average packet loss and average generation rate (AGR).
Throughout all the simulation runs, our integration approach sub-
stantially outperforms the other architectures. Our integration
framework insures better delivery rates and lesser delay intervals
than any existing integration approach, with a cost-efficiency that
is not preceded by them. This is confirmed by our simulation re-
sults that show that SIWR and DIRSN require the least number of
SNs to achieve delivery and delay results better than the other
architectures. We conclude that our framework and its two ILP for-
mulations represent the optimal delay-tolerant transfer architec-
ture for RSNs in IoT in terms of delay and connectivity constraints.
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